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The problem of finding a point in the intersection of a finite family of convex sets 
in the Euclidean space R" is considered here. We present a general algorithmic 
scheme which employs projections onto separating hyperplanes instead of projec- 
tions onto the convex sets. This scheme includes the method of successive projec- 
tions of Gubin et al., USSR Comp. Math. and Math. Phys. 7 (1967), l-24, as a 
special case. A different realization proposed here is capable of handling the problem 
when the sets are solid and an interior point of each set is available. This alternative 
algorithm may, in certain cases, be more attractive than the method of Gubin et al. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
LetQ,,i=1,2 ,..., m be closed convex sets in 54 n such that S % n zt,Qi 
# 0. The convex feasibility problem is to find a point in S. 
A well-known iterative algorithm to solve this problem is the method of 
successive orthogonal projections (SOP, for short), [5]. Starting from an 
arbitrary point, this method generates a sequence of iterates that converges 
to a point in S, by performing successive orthogonal projections onto the 
individual convex sets. A precise description of the SOP method is: x0 f R” 
is arbitrary, and 
Xk+’ = Xk + hk( &J&x”) - Xk)’ 0.1) 
where Paik(xk) stands for the orthogonal projection of xk onto the set Qi, 
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and { A, }rwO are relaxation parameters confined to 
for all k 2 0, with some 9 > 0. The index sequence { i, }?=a controlling the 
algorithm’s progress is cyclic on { 1,2,. . . , m }, i.e., 
i, = k(mod m) + 1. (1.3) 
This method is particularly useful when the projections onto the individ- 
ual sets are easily calculated. In general, however, application of the SOP 
method would require at each step the solution of a subsidiary minimization 
problem associated with the projection onto the current set. This might 
reduce the practicality of the SOP method and alternative methods are 
desirable. Other methods for the convex feasibility problem appear in: [l, 71 
(the linear case), and [2-4, 8, 91. 
The algorithm proposed here employs at each iterative step an orthogonal 
projection onto a hyperplane which supports a convex set, but not neces- 
sarily at the closest point to the current iterate. The construction of such a 
hyperplane is given here for the case that the convex sets in question are 
solid (i.e., have a nonempty interior) and an interior point of each set is 
available. 
When the sets are given in the form 
Qi = { x]gi(x) 5 0, gi is a convex function}, (1.4) 
then the computational load involved in each iterative step might well 
compete with the work required by the SOP method. 
The sequence { X,}r-e of relaxation parameters, appearing in the SOP 
method, is incorporated into the algorithm proposed here as well. It allows, 
loosely speaking, to overdo or underdo the move prescribed in an iterative 
step and thereby adds an extra degree of freedom to the way the method 
might actually be implemented. 
The order in which the sets Qi are chosen in executing the algorithm is 
determined by a sequence of indices { i, }rSO called a control sequence. We 
show that our new algorithm converges for any control which is repetitive, a 
property defined in Section 3. 
In Section 2 we study projections onto hyperplanes which separate a 
point from a set, and define the set A,(x) which serves later to define the 
algorithm. Section 3 opens with the definition of a repetitive control and then 
presents an algorithm, called the (6, r))-algorithm, which, for positive 6 and 
t, is proved to converge to a solution of the convex feasibility problem. In 
Section 4 the Interior Points AIgorithm is brought and a concrete version for 
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sets like (1.4) is written. The (6, n)-algorithm is an underlying scheme for 
both the SOP method and the interior points algorithm. 
Some notations we use are given now. ]I . I] and ( . , .) stand for the 
Euclidean norm and inner product, respectively, in R”; B(x, t) is a ball 
with radius r and center at x; d(x, Q) is the distance between a point x and 
a set Q; P,(x) is the orthogonal projection of x onto the set Q; at(x) 
stands for the subdifferential set of the convex function f at the point x 
while vf (x) is the gradient at x (see [lo]); bd Q and int Q are the boundary 
and the interior of the set Q, respectively. 
2. PROJECTIONS ON SEPARATING HYPERPLANES 
In this and the next sections we describe an algorithmic scheme which 
applies to the convex feasibility problem. This scheme, which we call the 
(6, n)-algorithm, constitutes a framework which brings out a quite general 
principle for the design of algorithms for the convex feasibility problem. 
The description of the (6, q)-algorithm involves the construction of a set 
Ao(x) used to describe the iterative step and the definition of a control 
sequence through which individual sets are chosen. 
With a given point x E R” and a given set Q G R”, we associate a set 
Ao(x) in the following manner. 
Choose 0 I 6 I 1 and 0 I n and consider the ball B(x, Sd(x, Q)). For 
x G Q denote by A?,, e the set of all hyperplanes which separate (see [lo, p. 
951) B(x, 6d(x, Q)) from Q. With this notation, 
A&> p {x}, ifx E Q, 
= {x+X(P,(x)-x)lHEdqQ, T/sxs2-q}, 
if x G Q. (2.1) 
The following observations will be used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. If q E Q and x’ E &(x), then 
/Ix’ - 411 5 IIX - 411. (2.2) 
Proof Let L denote the line through x and x’ and set 
X 
II = xf 
= 2&q) - x’, 
if IP - 41 5 IIPL(q) - XII9 
otherwise. (2.3) 
Then, 
llx’ - 411 = lb” - 411 s lb - 411. cl 
LEMMA 2. Let q be a point in Q, let V be a bounded set in R” and let 
S > 0 and v > 0. Then there exists a constant a > 0 such that for every x E V 
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FIG. 1. Proof of Lemma 1. 
and for every x’ E A,(x) 
11x’ - 411 s 11x - qll(l - ad*bv Q>). (2.4) 
Proof: Consult again Fig. 1, remembering that here q is fixed in Q. Then, 
lb - 4112 2 lb” - 4112 + lb - x”ll*, 
because the angle qx’x is obtuse. Therefore, 
11x’ - q11* = 11x” - 4112 I; IIX - 4112 - [Ix - x’y 
i 
11x - xq* 
= IIX - 4112 1 - llx _ ql12 
I 
I JIX - 4112 1 - 
i 
IIX - x’y + 1 IIX - x”l14 
IIx - ql12 ” ” -*A I - IIX - 411- I 
= IIx - 4112 1 - $ !!f+ 
i Y li 
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But (lx - ~“11 2 gSd(x, Q), and since V is bounded, there is some R such 
that for every x E V, [Ix - 411 < R, therefore, 
and (2.4) holds with 
q2a2 
a=2R2’ 
0 
3. A GENERAL ALGORITHM 
Generalizing the cyclic control and the almost cyclic control (see, e.g., [6]), 
we define a control { ik}r+, to be repetitive on {1,2,. . . ,m}, if 1 I i, < m 
for all k 2 0, and 
VI, 1 IS I I m,Vk,3k’ > ksuchthat i,, = 1. (3.1) 
Next we define the algorithmic scheme called the (6, q)-algorithm: x0 E W” 
is arbitrary, the sequence { xk }$o is generated by 
(3.2) 
and { i, }rWo is repetitive on { 1,2,. . . , m }. 
A repeated use of Lemma 1 yields 
LEMMA 3. A sequence {x~}?-~ g enerated by a (6, v)-algorithm (with 
0 I 6 I 1, 0 I 7) is Fejer-monotone with respect to S (the solution set of the 
convex feasibility problem), i.e., 
lb k+l - $11 s lIXk - 4, (3.3) 
for every s E S and all k 2 0. cl 
Remark 1. Observe that for 6 = 1 (and n > 0) the (8, q)-algorithm 
coincides with the SOP method because then all the hyperplanes in the set 
&TX, o are also supporting to Q at the closest point to x. 
In the next section we shall give another practical realization of the 
(6, q)-algorithm. In the remainder of this section we prove convergence of 
the (6, q)-algorithm when 6 and TJ are positive. 
THEOREM 1. A sequence { xk}FMo g enerated by a (8, IJ)-algorithm with 
6 > 0, 77 > 0, converges to a point in S = n ywlQj. 
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In the proof we will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For every s E S and for every u E S there exists r > 0 such 
that ifu 4 Qi, then for every x E B(u, r) and evey xf E Ae,(x) 
II4 - 41 < lb - 41. (3.4 
Proof Let Y be a ball centered at u. By Lemma 2 there exist positive 
numbers a,, a,, . . . ,a,,,, such that for any x E I’ and of E Api 
11~; - ~11 I IIX - sl((l - a+f’(X, Qi)). 
Let b A min lsis,,,ai, then 
[lx,! - sll I (lx - sll(l - bd*(x, Q,)). (3.5) 
Choose r’ > 0 such that 
u CC Qi 3 B(u, r’) n Qi = 0. 
Then, for x E B(u, r’) and u @ Qi 
d(x, Qi) 2 d(u, Qi) - r’. (3.6) 
Let c p mintiluQP,)(d(u, Qi) - r’), then 
llx,f - SJI I 11x - sll(l - bc2). (3.7) 
Now, for r, 0 < r I r’ and x E B(u, r) 
llxl! - ~11 I 11(x - u) +(u - s)ll(l - bc*) I (r + [Ia - sll)(l - be*) 
and therefore (3.4) holds for small enough r. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, the sequence { xk }r-a is Fejer-mono- 
tone with respect to S. Since every Fejer-monotone sequence is bounded, so 
is { xk }?-a and thus it has an accumulation point u, that is 
VE > O,Vk, 3k’ > k such that lIxk’ - ~11 I E. (3.8) 
Let s be a fixed point in S. Since, by Lemma 3, 
IIxk’ - 41 5 lIXk - 41, fork’ > k, 
it follows from (3.8) that 
IIU - SII 5 lIXk - 41, for all k 2 0. (3.9) 
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If u E S, then by Lemma 3, limk+mllxk - ~11 exists, and, from (3.8), this 
limit is zero. 
To complete the proof we show that u must be in S. For r as in Lemma 4, 
consider xk such that ljxk - u(I 5 r. Suppose u 4 Q,,, then, by Lemma 4, 
lb k+l - SII < I(24 - s(I, 
contradicting (3.9). Thus, u E Qi, and, by Lemma 1, 
lb k+l - ull 5 (Ixk - 2411 5 r, 
and repetition of the argument yields u E Qik+,. 
Similarly, u E Qi,, for all k’ 2 k, and, since the control { ik}rs,, is 
repetitive, 
u E Qi, i=1,2 m, ,*--, 
implying that u E S. cl 
Remark 2. If int S # 0, then Lemmas 2 and 4 are not needed because 
then the accumulation point u has to be a limit point of { xk }rmO. For, 
suppose u1 and u2 are two accumulation points of { xk}r.+ then for every 
SES 
11% - $11 = lb* - 4, 
by Lemma 3, and since S has a nonempty interior, ui = u2. Finally, the 
facts that the left-hand side of 
IIX k+l - xkll 2 Sqd(xk, Qik), k 2 0, (3.10) 
tends to zero as k grows, 6 and q are positive, and { ik}rsO is repetitive, 
imply that 
d( UT Qi) = 0, i=1,2 m, ,-**I 
so u E s. 
4. THE INTERIOR POINTS ALGORITHM 
Cl 
The interior points algorithm (IP, for short) described here represents a 
particular realization of the (S, g)-algorithm discussed above. This new 
algorithm requires that an interior point in each set Qi be available. In 
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exchange for this requirement the IP algorithm relieves us from the burden 
of projecting onto the sets Qi directly like in the SOP method. 
The Interior Points Algorithm 
Given a set of interior points y’ E int Qi, i = 1,2,. . . ,m. 
1. Choose x0 E W”. 
2. Given xk, pick Q;, according to a repetitive control. 
3. If xk E Qi,, set xk+’ = xk. 
4. If xk e Qi, construct the line L, through xk and the point yik. 
5. Denote the closest point to xk in L, n bdQ;,, by zk. 
6. Construct a hyperplane Hk separating xk from Qi, and supporting 
Qi, at zk. 
7. Project xk onto Hk to get P,,(x”). 
8. Choose a relaxation parameter 0 c n I h, I 2 - 17 and let 
xk+l = xk + A,( PHk(Xk) - x”). (4.1) 
In view of Theorem 1, we prove that algorithm IP converges to a solution 
of the convex feasibility problem by showing that it is an appropriate 
(S, n)-algorithm. 
THEOREM 2. A sequence { x k } m k=O generated by the IP algorithm converges 
to a solution s E S of the convex feasibility problem. 
Proot The IP algorithm is obviously a (6, n)-algorithm with n > 0 and 
0 5 6 I 1. To invoke Theorem 1, we have to show that for an IP algorithm 
6 > 0 always holds. 
By Lemma 3, the sequence { xk}rso is Fejer-monotone with respect to S 
and thus bounded. Suppose xk E Q,,, then (Fig. 2) 
IIGk(Xk) - Xkll =
llXk - Zkll llYik - P&( Yik)ll 
llyik - Zkll . 
(4.2) 
Also, 
and 
llXk - zkII 2 d( Xk, Qi,), (4.3) 
where 
I(yik - Pn,(yik)ll 2 d(yi*,bdQi,) 2 d > 0, (4.4) 
dp l$:md(Yi,bdQi). 
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FIG. 2. Proof of ‘Theorem 2. 
Since { x k }rEO is bounded, there exists a positive T such that 
Ilyik - zkll I T, forall kr0. 
Combining these inequalities with (4.2) validates that 
t4.9 
IIPH,(xk) - xkll 2 $d(xk, Qik), for all k 2 0, 
which proves that the IP algorithm is a (6, TJ)-algorithm with a positive 
6 4% d/T. cl 
We conclude this section by writing down a concrete version of the IP 
algorithm for the case where the sets Qi are represented via convex func- 
tions, i.e., 
Qi 5~ (x E R”lg;(x) I 0}, (4.6) 
where gi: W” + R is convex, i = 1,2,. . . , m, and where the control is cyclic. 
IP Algorithm-A Concrete Version 
0. Find interior points y’, y2,. . .,y”’ such that g,(r’) < 0, i = 
1,2 ,..., m. 
1. Choose x0 E W”. 
2. Given xk, pick Qi, according to i, = k(mod m) + 1. 
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3. If gi,(xk) I 0, set xk+’ = xk, and return to Step 2. 
4. If gi,( xk) > 0, define 
z(O) p fy +(1 - 8)Xk, (4.7) 
where 0 I 8 -< 1. 
5. Solve the single equation 
(4.8) 
Denote by 8, the smallest value of 8 for which z(8) solves (4.8) and set 
Zk = z(f?,). 
6. Calculate a subgradient 
‘k E agi,(Zk), (4.9) 
( tk = vgi,( zk) if gik is differentiable at zk), and construct a supporting 
separating hy-perplane Hk 
Hk = {x E i?l(tk, x) = (tk, z”)}. (4.10) 
7. Let 
Xk+’ = Xk + A, (tk> zk> - (tk, xk> 
iitkii2 tk’ 
where 0 C 1) 5 xk I 2 - ?j is a relaxation parameter, and return to Step 2. 
Remark 3. The subgradient t, in (4.9) gives a direction of a normal to 
Qi, at the point zk. Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are well defined because 
t, # 0. For, if tk = 0 then zk is a minimum point of g,,, but gi,( y’“) < 0 = 
gi,Czk)* 
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